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Crafts, Basketry

From the PublisherHidden spiral binding so book will lay flat. 640 color photos.About the
AuthorLinda Franz is a writer and reporter in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. Debra Hammond has been
weaving baskets since 1990. She has run basketry workshops for the North Carolina
Basketmakers Association and teaches basket making out of her studio in East Earl,
Pennsylvania. Alan Wycheck is a concrete specialist and former partner in The SO Factory, a
concrete design company. He is also an award-winning photographer and lives in central
Pennsylvania.
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A Basketmaker's Odyssey: Over, Under, Around & Through: 24 Great Basket Patterns from Easy
Beginner to More Challenging Advanced Basic Basket Making: All the Skills and Tools You Need
to Get Started (How To Basics) The Basket Book: Over 30 Magnificent Baskets to Make and
Enjoy Award-Winning Basket Designs: Techniques and Patterns for All Levels Pine Needle
Basketry: From Forest Floor to Finished Project



Hele', “Beautifully illustrated. Easy to follow instructions, yet has simple to more complex basket
designs. Great purchase. Took awhile to recieve but worth the wait!”

Stitchinfrenzy, “Wonderful book!. I'm a new basket maker and own another of Lyn Syler's books.
The patterns in this book are easy to understand and the baskets are beautiful!”

Kruz, “Poor reviews are very MISLEADING .... Before reading some of the poor reviews, I always
thought of basket-weaving aficionados as being patient and maticulous individuals. That may
still be the case, but it is obvious that some are VERY poor at reading comprehension.
Amazon's description of this book clearly states that it is a combination of her PREVIOUS two
books PLUS ten extra patterns.So, for anyone that has not read or does not own the two
previous releases, then this is a fantastic and extremely instructional book. You cannot go wrong
with purchasing this -- Whether you are a beginner or an experienced basket weaver.”

Kelley Witter, “Point by point easy to follow instructions!. Exactly as described. Directions from
beginner to experienced with step by step guides, and detailed materials list. Excellent!”

goat657, “Ultimate basket book. I had two beginner books by the author. When I couldn't find
them after two moves I bought this book. this all levels beginner to advanced. It quickly got me
back up to speed. Glad I was able to get this for a great price through Amazon. Thanks”

Patch, “The Ultimate Basket Book: A Cornucopia of Popular Designs to Make. I was interested
in weaving and was curious as to how they were put together and how many materials it would
require.  This book is a good reference.  P.S. I have never made a basket, yet.”

A.M. Donders, “Five Stars. Exactly what I was looking for!”

Mary L., “Five Stars. Perfect”

The book by François Millo has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 57 people have provided feedback.
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